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MHA Maclntyre Hudson has for many
years supported businesses in this
sector with compliance services and
sound business advice. We stay in
touch with industry developments
and key issues, such as incorporation
and understand the challenges you
face.

We are a firm you can turn to for
reliable and compliant business
advice, with the Healthcare team
providing the gateway to specific
local and firm-wide expertise
when you need it. Many times it
is the combination of our high
level specialist sector expertise
and our entrepreneurial resultsdriven attitude that delivers
maximum value.

We have always had a well-earned
reputation for our technical expertise and
our Healthcare team is no exception. They
undertake a regular programme of training
to ensure they continually build on their
knowledge. The team like to develop a
close working relationship with clients. All
projects are led by a Partner and senior
members of staff to ensure continuity. They
keep in touch and work proactively with all
their clients.
Incorporation planning
Since July 2006 it has been possible for
dentists to practice through a limited
company. This has been, and remains, an

attractive proposition for many dentists but not
for all. The potential sale of goodwill to a limited
company can give rise to a tax benefit where
the practitioner pays capital gains tax on the
sale of goodwill but then enjoys the benefit of
a substantial director’s loan against which the
dentist can draw down over a period of years.
In this way, the company can benefit from the
small companies tax rate.
But the potential benefits of incorporation are
not available to every practitioner. Maclntyre
Hudson has guided clients through the benefits
and pitfalls of incorporation and helped to
decide on the best outcome, given the particular
circumstances of each practitioner.

Services
We provide a comprehensive range of services
and specialist advice, including audit and
assurance, tax planning and compliance for both
corporate and individual clients, payroll and VAT,
corporate recovery, business strategy services
and outsourcing. Other parts of the
MHA MacIntyre Hudson Group provide specialist
advice on corporate finance and professional
training.
Outside the traditional services, we have a
specialised service offering to the dental
profession:
•
•
•

Statistical information on income and
expenditure
Advice on accountancy software selection
Retirement and succession planning

•
•
•

Practice profitability and benchmarking
Conversion from NHS to Private practice
Incorporations

Your profitability matters to us
MHA MacIntyre Hudson, Leicester, has a large
portfolio of dental clients and considerable
experience of serving the dental profession over
many years. We know what profit a practice
should be making and how well its profile matches
that of the most successful practices. We have
helped many clients become more profitable and
we can help you too by identifying excessive costs,
areas of inefficiency or where income generation
is inadequate.

Get in touch
We would be delighted to come and talk to you about
your requirements. Please call James Gransby to
arrange an initial no obligation meeting.

James Gransby

Partner, Head of Healthcare Sector
james.gransby@mhllp.co.uk
+44(0)1622 754033
Or visit our website:
www.macintyrehudson.co.uk

Follow us
@MHupdates
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